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Notes on Overhauling an Atomic Four On a 1973 Tartan 34C This document describes the overhaul of the Atomic Four in the 1973 Tartan 34C we have owned since 1998. One of my goals is to give future owners of our boat information that may help them with engine maintenance. Another is to thank the many “Afourians” who contribute to the Moyer Marine (MMI) A4 forum. I found that nearly every question that came up during the overhaul had already been answered there. Special thanks go to forum members ILikeRust, Levensen, CoolBeans, 2dogsnight, and others who often offered advice on these overhaul threads. I also relied on Don Moyer’s A4 overhaul manual and videos, and on Robert Hess’s online materials. I’m no mechanic, but perhaps some of my experiences and mis-steps will be helpful to others who are considering an overhaul. Engine History
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I knew the first owner of our boat. The only engine work he mentioned was replacing the thermostat. No service records were available from the two other owners. The late model (UJ, Serial #180005) raw water cooled engine served us well over the years once we sorted out a few issues. I cleaned the fuel tank, serviced the carburetor and added a fuel filter. I installed a raw water strainer and side plate repair kit, serviced the water pump, converted to a single-action thermostat and did the recommended acid flush. The hot section of the exhaust needed to be replaced, but the original copper standpipe was in good condition. The year after we bought the boat I installed a bypass from the fresh water tank to the water pump intake, and from then on flushed the engine after each run. Annual maintenance included new fuel filter, plugs, and rotor, and new points and condensor (when analog ignition was installed). Oil changes were annual since our engine hours were low (
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Figure 1. Coil temperature, as a function of running time (@1400rpm), ignition type, and added resistance. EI = electronic ignition, PC = points and condensers, R = external resistance in Ohms. One observation is missing at 30 minutes for EI. Differences at start reflect variation in ambient temperature.



The original ignition system had acted up only twice in the first few years of our ownership, but that was enough to lead me to convert to electronic ignition. As many others have noted, this probably contributed to later coil failures. I experimented with different ignition systems, including the original analog system and electronic ignition with and without an external resistor. As expected, coil temperatures were highest using EI and no resistor, and decreased with higher pre-coil resistence (see Figure 1). (For comparison, see this thread, especially the graph by forum member ndutton.) By the time of the overhaul described here, I had reverted to the original points and condenser set up. The only “major” service I’d done before the overhaul was to replace the reversing gear assembly with a refurbished unit from MMI. I’d never checked the old shift cable and learned too late that it was nearly seized. I suspect that I applied too much sustained force to the shift lever, which broke the yoke bearing in the reversing gear assembly.
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After 15 years of service for us, the A4 continued to run well. It had good compression (~95 on all four), started eagerly, ran smoothly, did not overheat or burn oil, and had enough power for the way we used our boat. It had a few oil leaks—including somewhere under the flywheel housing and at the rear of the oil pan where I had damaged the oil pan gasket when I replaced the reversing gear—but I used oil pads to deal with them. We had no need to do a major overhaul, so far as I was aware. Mission Creep The overhaul was a case of mission creep. We ran aground on an unmarked rock (really, it was). When I checked the engine alignment I found that two of the lag bolts were loose and would not fully tighten. After hoisting the engine up to inspect the problem, I discovered that three bolt holes were soft. On T34Cs, the lag bolts were simply screwed into the wood. I considered enlarging and filling the holes with epoxy, but the starboard bed was also spongy where some of its lower edge had not been fully glassed in when the boat was built. Once I’d decided to tackle this, I thought it made sense to install flexible mounts. This job was trickier than I expected. In a T34C, the aft end of the port bed meets the turn of the bilge. When the height of the wood is reduced by the ~2.5” required to accommodate the flexible mounts, this doesn’t leave much depth for the two hanger bolts for that mount. I followed as closely as possible the procedure described by Tim Lackey in his rebuilding of Glissando. I used Norwegian white oak from Newport Nautical Timbers to replace the old mahogany. To ease the sharp angles where the bottom edge of the starboard bed extends over the centerboard compartment, I made a wedge to glass in (see photos). I used 8 layers of 24oz cloth and Total Boat epoxy. The engine mounts were secured with 8 3/8” silicon bronze hanger bolts. For the two aft mounts, each of the four hanger bolts had to be cut so that they would not exceed the available depth of the oak. All hardware was bedded in 5/8” overbored holes and epoxy with West 404 filler. Mike Waters provides information about methods for mounting hardware in epoxy; his tests increased my confidence that the depth of the hanger bolts at the aft port location would suffice. With the A4 out of the bilge, it seemed a shame to waste the access that afforded. And, reinstalling the dirty engine in a pristine engine compartment would be unsatisfying. At first I hoped to remove the main bolt-on parts for inspection, cleaning, and painting at home, and then clean and repaint the rest of the engine while it was still in the boat. But the disassembly went more smoothly than expected, and soon enough I’d removed everything but the oil pan, reversing gear and head. I tested a few of the oil pan bolts, and could see that they would also cooperate. This tempted me to go ahead and remove the oil pan, replace the gaskets, and fix the annoying oil leaks.
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Removing the oil pan revealed heavy sludge at the bottom, which surprised me given my oil change schedule over the years. I’d read that the oil screen did its job of protecting the engine, but the sludge nudged me to check the bearings. I applied too much force when removing the oil screen assembly, breaking the pipe fitting that mounts the oil screen frame to the main bearing cap. The rod cap nuts came free without difficulty, but the main journal cap nuts were stubborn. My 12sided socket started rounding the first main bearing cap nut I tried. A new 6-sided socket solved that problem. The rod bearing shells and journals did not show obvious damage; I provide measurements later. All shells (rod and main) showed the Federal Mogul mark (“Fm”) and date stamp (“8 72”), and the part numbers (e.g., “261026”) matched the part numbers for standard size bearings listed in the A4 parts list. This supported my hunch that the engine had not been overhauled before. Each of the main bearing lower shells showed damage (see photos). I found descriptions of similar “erosion” damage online (including here at entry #96, here at #20). This document provides a detailed analysis of bearing failure. The two causes most often offered for my symptoms appear to be low RPM running and acid corrosion. I debated how to proceed. On the one hand, there was nothing in engine’s performance (e.g., compression, burning oil, sticky valves) to suggest that the head gaskets, piston rings, valves or springs needed replacing. I’d also read that removing the head could be difficult. On the other hand, I was pretty far down the rabbit hole already, and if nothing else removing the head would allow me to clean the cooling passages. Removing the head took patience. Three head nuts were seized and the studs backed out with them. For the remaining studs, the nuts backed off without too much difficulty, but then the studs had to be removed with an extractor. I worked slowly partly because I was unsure how much force should be applied. Even with the studs removed, the head proved stubborn. Paint jobs over the years made it hard to tell where I could drive a wedge without damaging the mating surfaces. I read several forum threads on head removal, including this one, which illustrates wedges. I was intrigued by the special tool described here (at entry #15), but lacked the tools to make it. My main “technique” was to use a large common screwdriver with a finely tapered edge to hunt for (hopefully safe) spots on the forward and aft ends of the block that looked promising. Once I opened up a small gap, I could insert two thin putty knives and then drive increasingly thick wedges between their blades. Once the head was off I turned to the valves. On several, I could not compress the spring initially. Like others before me, I broke my valve spring compressor while attempting to compress one of the springs. This MMI forum thread explains how the retainers get seized to the keepers, and how to tap down on the valve heads to release the retainers. With the block stripped, I could slide it to the companionway and hoist it into the cockpit using a block and tackle and sawhorses on the cabin roof. With my daughter’s help and a derrick made of 2x4s (the mast had been unstepped), we lowered the block to the ground for the trip home.
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Inspection and Tolerances My emerging overhaul plan was to give priority to the internal components that hopefully wouldn’t need to be checked again (e.g., bearings, rings). Accessories that could be replaced later (e.g., alternator, starter) would get cleaned and refurbished, but not replaced for now. Other upgrades on my wish list (e.g., fresh water cooling, MMI water pump) would also be deferred to hold down costs. I assumed the original head would be re-used, but this changed once I excavated the deep rust scales on the top of the head under the forward edge of the lifting eye. A new MMI head got added to my parts list. The manifold was in good condition, and the threads for the exhaust flange bolts were not damaged. The head and manifold studs met or exceeded Moyer’s recommendations for course thread count. Of the head studs, 11 had 6 threads, 4 had 7 threads, and 2 had 8 (the thermostat studs). The manifold studs had 5 threads each. The condition of the studs increased my confidence in the block, but I regretted not doing a pressure test earlier. In contrast to the first time I’d removed the water jacket plate years ago, this time there was little silt or debris. I had done two acid flushes over the years, but the cooling passages still needed to be cleaned. This thread on cleaning the block was helpful, especially the warning about preventing flash rust in the cylinders and elsewhere. I used an assortment of small wire and bristle brushes for the passages, together with hot water rigged from our basement to a garden hose, degreaser, then soap, followed by WD40 and fogging oil.
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Measurements for several components are in Table 1 (next page). Figure 2 provides a graphic summary of the journal measurements. If my understanding is correct, two of the rod journals (1 & 3) exceeded the maximum for a standard size rod journal (by .0007 and .0001). Apart from measurement error on my part (which I considered likely), I found it hard to account for an over standard journal in a 40+ year-old engine with a presumably standard crankshaft. After much hand wringing, I decided not to have the crankshaft machined and to simply replace the main and rod bearings with new standard size parts from Moyer.
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There was no obvious damage to the main or rod bearing journals (see sample photos). I brought the crankshaft to a local machine shop for inspection, along with a copy of the specifications from the A4 manual. I hoped for a detailed report, but was later told only that the journals were in good condition and that the crankshaft didn’t need to be machined. In hindsight, I wish I’d found a shop that was more interested in the job. Another regret was not buying a higher quality micrometer to take my own measurements. My lack of technique undoubtedly didn’t help.
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Figure 2. Mean measurements for main (left) and rod (right) journals, based on 10 observations per component. Lower and upper limits of specifications from the Atomic 4 owner’s manual are in red. Whiskers are 95% confidence intervals.



I followed procedures described here to check that the flatness of the block deck met Moyer’s recommendation (.005, if my understanding is correct). I decided not to have the deck resurfaced. The cylinder walls appeared to be in good condition. I did not find any discoloration at the lower ends of the bores. I also decided not to have the cylinders rebored, and merely honed them as recommended by Hess using a flexible honing tool.
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Table 1. Measurements and actions taken.



Position Part



Std.



Main Journals Rod Journals Cylinder bore (inline)



1.9880 (+.0005 / -.0000) 1.5625 (+.0000 / -.0005)



Valve springs Camshaft journals Idler gear spindle Idler gear bushing



2



Action/Comments 3



1.9885



Aft/4 1.9881



Replace bearings



1.5632



1.5624



1.5626



1.5625



Replace bearings



2.557



2.560



2.557



2.560



Replace rings 1 Hone finish, 60° crosshatch pattern



2.560



2.563



2.561



2.561



0.688



0.687



0.687



0.687



0.687



Replace bushings. 1 Machine to 0005-.001 clearance.



2.075



2.066



2.062



2.034



2.061



Replace springs



2.012



2.061



2.042



2.069



1.3723



1.3727



1.3730



2.562-2.5652



(90deg) Piston wrist pins



Fwd/1



1.3745 ( +.0005/-.0000) .8766 (+.0000/-.0002) .8772-.87771



None. See text.



.8734



See below.



.8777



Replace & hone bushing



Notes: Measurements are in inches. Each entry is a mean based on at least 10 observations, except for valve springs and wrist 1 pins, which were single observations. All replacement parts were standard size. From Hess, “Atomic Four Specifications”. 2 See MMI “Service and Overhaul Manual”, p. 4-3.



Hess notes that the pistons are not round at room temperature, and I was unable to find details on how (if at all) to take this into account when measuring them. My interpretation of expert advice was that installing new rings could be acceptable assuming that the cylinders did not need to be re-bored. The piston wrist pins appeared unblemished. There was some connecting rod side play for piston #1; its wrist pin bushing had a hairline crack and the bushing was rotated so that the oil hole was about 1/3 of its diameter out of position relative to the hole in the rod end. I had all of the wrist pin bushings replaced and machined to the recommended clearance for slip fit bushings. The camshaft and bearings appeared to be in good condition, but the measurements of the journals were under standard (see Table 1). Moyer notes that there are few adverse effects if cam bearing clearances are .002” and over. Hess suggests that “it is considered cost-effective to re-install them [camshaft bushings] even when the engine is being completely rebuilt and all other bearings are being replaced.” I opted to re-use the camshaft and leave the existing camshaft bushings in place. I discovered that the drain holes under the “slinger seal” were clogged. This presumably contributed to the minor oil leaks I had experienced over the years.
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The idler gear spindle was lightly scored and under standard (see Table 1). There was side play between the idler gear spingle and bushing, though I was unable to reliably measure how much. My understanding of expert advice is that unless the spindle is badly scored, replacing the bushing may be acceptable. I replaced the bushing and had it pressed into the gear and machined for clearance. The valves appeared to be the original Eatons. The seats were in good condition, but there were heavy carbon deposits under the valve heads. My notes show that I took only one measurement of each stem (all were .312”). I cleaned the carbon deposits off and lapped the valves by hand with compound and a suction cup tool. The cup wouldn’t hold, so I put double-sided tape on each valve head. I decided to replace all of the springs, not because any were damaged, but to get the stiffer ones from Moyer. Once the keepers and spring retaining washers were cleaned up, I didn’t see any need to replace them. There were no surprises in the oil pump. I had serviced the carburetor once before, but this time I first disassembled it completely. I did not find any deposits, which suggested that cleaning the fuel tank and/or installing new filters every year was worth it. I had previously replaced the floats, and as there was no evidence of damage, I reinstalled them. I took pictures of the distributor during disassembly, but during reassembly I still had to check the A4 parts diagrams to make sure the spacers were in their proper place. I didn’t see any need to replace the distributor, especially since a new or refurbished part would be available from Moyer if a problem arose. The starter needed to be cleaned, and I polished the commutators and replaced the brushes and spring assembly. I broke one of the connectors in the solenoid while disassembling it, and my soldering failed during a pretest. I was surprised the solenoid could be replaced for under $20. I disassembled and cleaned the alternator as far as possible, but this accessory was also on my deferred replacement list. The only photos I could find were of the reassembled and newly painted alternator (see “Painting”, below). I decided not to disassemble the accessory drive or to modify the oil hole as Moyer describes. If I ever go this route, I’ll buy a refurbished and modified drive from MMI. For now, I simply cleaned the accessory drive with parts cleaner and bathed it in oil. I disassembled and cleaned the gasket and integral filter inside the fuel pump housing; there was no detectable damage to these parts.
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Painting I decided not to strip or repaint the inside of the block, oil pan, or reversing gear housing; my assessment was that there were few advantages to doing that. I did strip and repaint the flywheel and the interiors of the flywheel housing and cover. I used POR-15 for most exposed surfaces, including all of the (ferrous) bolt-on parts. I used chemical strippers, wire brushes and sandpaper to remove the old paint. I followed POR’s instructions for preparing the metal and applying the rust preventative coating, but there were several glitches that proved time-consuming to correct. I applied too much of the coating around the raised letters on the flywheel cover, which caused bubbles to form. The cover had to be scraped and sanded down and repainted. I learned the hard way that POR-15 is very hard. I taped off most surfaces that needed protecting, but left too many spots uncovered, including the holes for the so-called freeze plugs, drain plugs, and manifold studs (see below for a problem this created during reassembly). I had to clean these areas up with a razor knife. The coverage seemed better with the grey POR than with the black, so after one coat of black on the block I switched to grey from then on. I applied two coats of POR-15 grey to all parts except the block, which ended up with three (1 black + 2 grey). I experimented with POR’s engine enamel for the top coat. The coverage using white was not as good as I hoped, and I found it difficult to apply it evenly in tight spaces no matter what brush I tried. Their “aluminum” enamel left streaks that I couldn’t brush out. By the time I decided to switch to spray application, my window for overcoating had passed, which was a bigger setback than I anticipated. I called POR for advice; they reassured me that POR would accept other top coats as long as I sanded and prepped properly. This was another timeconsuming slip. After more experimenting with different colors, I opted for a metallic grey sprayon that could be applied easily even in the nooks and crannies, and that I hoped would be easy to touch-up later on. I did not use POR-15 for aluminum parts (e.g., carburetor, alternator, distributor). For these I used a zinc-chromate primer and then the same top coat as all other parts. Rather than stripping the new head and applying POR-15, I simply applied the same top coat to match the rest of the engine.
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Reassembly The painted and pre-assembled components are shown here. The old head studs are still in their numbered rack, but are later replaced with new ones. The rods and pistons have been reassembled with their new bushings and rings. I found these videos helpful when installing the rings.



I followed Moyer’s reassembly procedure studiously, with the exception of the sequence for installing the reversing gear and oil pan (see below). I followed torque settings in the A4 manual, oiled the threads and bearings as suggested, started at 10ft-lb, and increased the torque in four steps. The crankshaft could be spun freely by hand. I’d read accounts of people who’d missed a galley plug or piston orientation during reassembly, so I checked these details carefully. The next photos show the timing marks aligned, and the block with the tappets, camshaft, pistons, rod bearings, and oil screen assembly in place. There was resistance from the new rings and honed cylinders, but the crankshaft could be turned after each increase in torque. Using an extra set of oil pan gaskets leftover from years ago when I considered fixing the oil leaks, I pretested two methods for installing the reversing gear. (These options are described on the MMI forum, but I was unable to relocate the source.) In one, the oil pan is attached to the block first, then the reversing gear and housing are installed from the top down. In the other, the reversing gear and housing are attached to the block first, and then, with the engine in the inverted position, the gasket is positioned and the oil pan is lowered into place. I preferred the second method, as it seemed to me to reduce the risk of damaging the oil pan gaskets. Bear in mind that I had an engine stand, so I could rotate the engine as needed.
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Positioning the oil screen was tricky for me. I’d already broken the original pipe fitting during disassembly and breaking the new one might require removing the main bearing cap to extract and clean the threads. So, I adjusted everything gradually and did several dry fits with the oil pan gasket in place (but the reversing gear removed), until I got the recommended clearance between the screen and the oil pan. Reassembling the valves, springs, and keepers went smoothly. I used grease on the keepers to hold them in place as I released the valve spring compressor. I attached the valve cover plate without sealant on the gasket. This was a mistake—oil seeped by the gasket the first time I ran the engine. I later reinstalled the gasket with sealant on both sides. I chased and cleaned the threads in the block one last time before installing the head and manifold studs with the recommended thread locker. In the excitement of the moment, or perhaps to proceed to torqueing the head nuts before the Loctite was fully set, I failed to take my usual photos of this stage. I oiled the fine threads and torqued the nuts in the recommended pattern in five steps (10, 20, 25, 30, & 35). I had trouble sliding the manifold over the studs. I could get it over the forward and center studs, but not all the way over the third stud. I wondered whether I should have inserted the studs into the manifold first and then threaded the studs into the block, but that seemed unorthodox. I didn’t want to remove the studs, as they were already set in Loctite. After some head scratching, I discovered the problem: some POR-15 had dripped down the aft stud hole. Everything went smoothly once I’d scraped the (very hard and well-attached) POR away. I used the same torqueing procedure for the manifold stud nuts as for the head studs, except that I stopped at 25 ft-lbs, as recommended. I did not use any sealant for the gasket. These three photos show the result at this stage. You can see my confidence is increasing—the new A4 sticker I made to replace the one damaged during removal is now attached. I had trouble convincing myself that the distributor rotor was at exactly the right point for TDC and that the advance mechanism was installed properly. All the orientation marks I’d made on the advance components had been removed during cleaning. The first time I’d serviced the distributor 15 years ago, I’d put grease on the advance mechanism; this time I followed Moyer’s advice to use light oil. I reinstalled the existing points and condenser, since they were practically new. I could decide later if I wanted to reuse the electronic ingnition now in my box of spare parts. I had difficulty threading a new spark plug by hand into the new head (for cylinder #4). I bought a tap and very gingerly chased the threads.
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For the rest of the reassembly, especially the flywheel and its housing, the engine had to be lowered from the stand onto a cart, which I’d built to accept the oil pan and engine mounts. Here are shots from the final pre-run photo op.



Test Runs I was unsure how long it should take to build up oil pressure when first cranking the starter (with ignition off, plugs removed, and cooling water shut off). After a few bursts without success, I used an oil gun to prime the oil galley at the forward plug. I have no idea if this helped, but at least I’d tried something. A few more brief cranks and the oil gauge flickered. I gave it another crank that felt very long but it could have been only 10 seconds or so, and the oil pressure showed a pulse. It seemed like a good idea to have someone nearby for the first attempt at starting in case things went really wrong. I reminded my wife why the engine wasn’t likely to start right away. The shock of it starting immediately on the first try was the one thing we hadn’t prepared for. Here is a (poor quality) video of an early test run. The rest, as they say, is history. I adjusted and monitored the oil pressure during initial runs. I monitored the head temperature with an infrared thermometer. I retorqued the head three times after full warm-ups, using the recommned procedure. This required removing the thermostat hose each time. All studs held.
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Installation and Running Despite my efforts to ensure that the engine would fit in the new compartment, I’d made a mistake. I’d used the oil pan to test fit the engine mounts and mark the stud positions before bedding them in epoxy, thinking that this was fool proof. My mistake was not mounting the flywheel cover to the oil pan during the dry fits. The cover touched the engine bed just enough to interfere with engine alignment. I had to hoist the engine up again and round off the inside forward edges of the bed. Even after this was done, finetuning the engine alignment took the patience of a saint. For the hot section of the exhaust, I matched the old installation as closely as possible with new black iron. I encased the hot section in about 1” thick fiberglass (as in the original set-up), and then wrapped that in exhaust wrap. The oil pressure at first fluctuated more than I liked. I’d installed a new (but early cone style) pressure regulator, but had not purchased the resurfacing tool. I considered getting the tool, but decided to try the Indigo oil filter system, which has a built-in regulator. An advantage of this set-up was that I could dial in the desired pressure while the engine was running without reaching under the hot section of the exhaust. Even with the Indigo regulator, finding the oil pressure Goldilocks zone for all conditions—not too high when cold, not too low at hot idle, and just right at cruising RPM—was hard. I found this note by Don Moyer helpful; I have copied the graph he created based on different Universal owner’s manuals. This thread was also helpful; in it Moyer notes that the primary goal is to adjust the pressure to 35-40 PSI at cruising RPM and then accept the lower and higher values that will occur at cold start-up and hot idle. This detailed report on motor oil testing was interesting bedtime reading. I will collect more data next season and experiment with 10w-30 oil rather than the 30 weight I now use. Other than the initial oil pressure issue, the engine has been trouble-free in its 30 hours of run time so far. I believe it runs more quietly than before, but whether this is due to the engine itself and/or to the new engine mounts is hard to say. I’m pleased that the engine is tight—there are no oil or water leaks. The Moyer oil extraction kit has worked well; I’m able to extract more oil and with less fuss than with the dipstick method. It is satisfying to have a clean engine compartment and engine. The wiring harness is also neater now, though I didn’t have the patience to replace all of the wiring at this point.
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Parts List and Cost My list of parts and their cost appears below (see Table 2). The total came to $3236. Given what I’ve now invested in the engine, I will aim to add fresh water cooling soon. In the meantime, I’ll keep using the fresh water flush system that I’ve been using for the last 15 years. I will also want to upgrade to the new MMI water pump. Reflections This is my only experience with an overhaul, so I’m hardly in a position to offer advice. For what it’s worth, many things went well, or mostly so. I celebrated my engine stand every time I rotated the engine. The many photos I took were helpful, but there were unfortunate gaps. I took fewer photos at difficult or messy steps, but these were often the photos I missed most during reassembly or when writing these notes. And I seemed to have lost some photos when I cleared space on my iPhone. I bagged and marked nearly everything, but I wish I had taken more detailed notes and sketches. I would do several things very differently if I had to do it again, including: Find a trustworthy machine shop that’s not too busy for this (relatively small) job; have everything cleaned professionally; get a complete report on clearances, and of course have them machine the crankshaft and any other surfaces that need it; buy the specialized tools available from Moyer; get a higher quality micrometer; do a complete test of the painting system before touching the engine; invest in a small compressed air tank. And perhaps most importantly: Expect the costs to creep up more than you expect the costs to creep up. This begs the question: Why not get a rebuilt engine from MMI? Why not indeed. My bottom line was about $3200. The current price of the MMI short block option with a reconditioned block is $3150. If you add a new MMI head (as I did), that brings the short block option to about $3500. Adding in all the other work I did on the accessories as listed in my parts list, the cost of overhauling with an MMI shortblock (and head) would have come to $4949. So, the savings for my DIY job was under $2000. But that doesn’t take into account the machining of the crankshaft and cylinders and other new or remachined parts (e.g., valves, camshaft) that I assume go into a refurbished short block from MMI. I didn’t keep track of the hours I invested in the overhaul, and I’m glad I didn’t. Undoubtedly this would show just how good a deal the short block option would have been. Going that route also would have given me the confidence that everything was done to professional standards. Costs aside, I had other reasons for doing the work myself. One was to learn, and there was more of that than I bargained for. As quaint as it may sound, I also did it myself to restore this engine—which I’d maintained all these years—and keep it in this boat. An unexpected benefit was appreciating all the tools I’d inherited from my father, each one of which—right down to the smallest wrench and socket—he’d engraved with his initials decades ago. A few years back when the boat was in the boat yard someone asked what year it was and what engine it had. I told him 1973, with the original Atomic 4. “Well, Mister”, he said, “that engine don’t owe you nothin’.” Maybe now it does.
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Table 2. Parts list for the Atomic 4 overhaul.
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